We discuss the ways in which a Lie group G can act as a group of transformations of a topological space X and, in particular, the topology that G inherits from the g-topology for the group of homeomorphisms of X. If G is connected, then it is known that the topology of G is determined by a certain abelian subgroup of G. Analogous results are presented for the disconnected case, and some open questions are discussed.
Introduction
The most general, as well as the most natural, question one can ask about Lie groups and groups of homeomorphisms is this: What does a Lie group of transformations look like? By a Lie group of transformations we mean a Lie group G, a topological space X, and an injective homomorphism g -pg of G into the group Homeo(X) of homeomorphisms of X such that the evaluation map by Lie and Hilbert, respectively. In the first, one assumes that one has a Lie group acting on a topological space and uses the properties of Lie groups to understand that action. In the second, one assumes a group of transformations of some kind and seeks to determine whether that group of transformations is, in fact, a Lie group. In the present paper we will consider the problem primarily, but not exclusively, from the first of these viewpoints.
Fundamental to our investigation is the fact that the situation described above involves a second, weaker, topology for the Lie group G. For Homeo(X), the group of homeomorphisms of the topological space X, can be given what Arens [l] calls the g-topology, which has as subbasis the collection of all sets of the form {f~ Homeo(X):
f(K) G U}, where K is a closed and U an open subset of X, and either K or X-U is compact.
Although the g-topology is not always a group topology for Homeo(X), it is such a topology whenever X is a locally compact Hausdorff space [l, Theorem 31 . If X is also locally connected, or if X is compact, then the g-topology coincides with the usual compact-open topology for Homeo(X) [l, p. 593 and Theorem 41. Thus the Lie group G inherits a second topology from the g-topology for Homeo(X).
It is therefore important, as part of our study of Lie transformation groups, to ask what the g-topology for G looks like, what the closure of G in Homeo(X) looks like, and how G fits inside its closure. If we assume that the evaluation map is continuous and that X is locally compact and Hausdorff, then the g-topology will be weaker than the Lie topology [ 1, Theorem 21. Conversely, if (G, t) is a Lie group and %! is a Hausdorff group topology for G that is weaker than r, then (G, r) acts continuously on (G, a) by left translation, and it is not hard to show that the g-topology for G coincides with &. These observations prompt the following reformulation of our original question about Lie groups of transformations: If G is a Lie group, how can one weaken its topology, while keeping it a Hausdorff topological group? In presenting our answer to this question, we will employ the following notation. If (A,&) is a topological group and B is a subgroup of A, then &B will denote the topology that B inherits from &', and if B is normal in A, then d/B will be the quotient topology induced by .AZ on A/B. (G, T) will always denote a Lie group, and T(G,r) will be the collection of all Hausdorff group topologies for G that are weaker than r. R, Cc, Z, Tq, and Gl(n, R) denote, respectively, the real numbers, the complex numbers, the integers, a q-dimensional toroid, and the group of linear automorphisms of R". Unless specified otherwise, they are assumed to have the usual topology. The symbol 0 marks the end of a proof.
After examining a representative example in Section 2, we proceed in Sections 3 and 4 to survey known results that apply to connected Lie groups. (The reader is referred to [5, 
An example
Before answering the question posed in Section 1, we examine a simple example that illustrates an idea important to its solution. We can make IR, with the usual topology, act on C2 by letting the real number t correspond to the homeomorphism pt : (z,, z2) -(e"q, eiffiz2).
All we have done, of course, is to imbed R as a dense subgroup of the torus T2, which acts on C2 by coordinate-wise rotation.
Since T2 is compact, the g-topology for T2 is just the usual topology, and the g-topology for R is simply the topology that R inherits from T2. Thus a typical neighborhood N of 0 in the g-topology is an infinite union of open intervals in the usual topology, and the arc-connected components of N are simply ordinary open intervals in the usual topology for R. As we will see in Section 3, this relationship between the weakened and the usual topologies is anything but accidental, for it reflects the fact that the usual topology is the locally arcwise-connected topology associated with the g-topology for R.
The connected case
In this section we will first outline results that apply to connected Lie groups and then describe the body of mathematical knowledge upon which these results are based. If (G, t) is a Lie group and @E T(G, r), we would like to say as much as possible about &. Simple considerations make it plain, however, that little can be said unless one makes further assumptions about r or @! (or both). For let G be any abstract group and let ??/ be any Hausdorff group topology for G. Then G, with the discrete topology, is a Lie group, and 021 is weaker than this Lie topology. If we could answer the question above without further assumptions about t and %, we would be able to describe all topological groups of any kind.
The most useful assumption that one can make about r is that (G, r) is connected. We then obtain the following theorem, which is proved in [14, Theorem 3.21: Using structure theorems for nonclosed subgroups of Gl(n, RR) [6, 7, 8] and a structure theorem for non-(CA) analytic groups [17] , one can prove the following [13, Theorem 3.11:
Theorem 3.2. If (G,r) is a (CA) analytic group, then His the center of G. If G is not (CA), then H = (the center of G) x (a vector group).
q Thus, whether Ad(G) is closed or not, the problem of describing any topology @e T(G, t) reduces to the problem of describing its restriction to the abelian subgroup H. In fact, according to [ 14, Theorem 3.2(ii)], any Hausdorff group topology for H that is weaker than rH and that makes the restriction of the adjoint representation continuous can be extended to a Hausdorff group topology for G that is weaker than T, Moreover, if G is acting as a Lie group of transformations on some locally compact Hausdorff space X, then the closure of H in Homeo(X) completely determines the closure of G [ 151.
Choosing a decisive subgroup
When (G, t) is a (CA) analytic group, it is easy to choose a decisive subgroup of G, for Theorem 3.2 assures us that the center Z(G) of G is decisive in G. It follows that, if Z(G) is compact, then the topology of G cannot be weakened at all, without ceasing to be a Hausdorff group topology. On the other hand, if Z(G) is not compact, then it is the smallest decisive subgroup of G [13, Theorem 3.2(iii)]. Thus, for (CA) analytic groups, a smallest decisive subgroup is uniquely determined as either {e} or Z(G).
When G is not (CA), the situation is more complex. There may be many 'natural' choices for the decisive subgroup H, and one must balance the desire for a 'canonical' subgroup, which is likely to be fairly large, with the desire for a subgroup that is as small as possible. The proof in [13, 14] of Theorem 3.1 provides the following strategy for finding abelian decisive subgroups:
If M is the closure of Ad(G) in Gl(n, R), we know that there exists a toroid Q in A4 such that M=Ad(G).
Q; we
can, for example, take Q to be a maximal torus in M or the radical of a maximal
is an abelian decisive subgroup of G that contains Z(G) and has the form lRP x Tq x Z"x D, where p, q, and r are nonnegative integers and D is finite. Clearly different choices for Q may yield different subgroups H. If Q is chosen to be either a maximal torus in M or the radical of a maximal compact subgroup of M, then Q is determined up to conjugation by an element of M, and thus H is determined up to conjugation by an element of G. In order to obtain the more sharply defined structure for H that is afforded by Theorem 3.2, however, Q must be chosen with greater care. Let N be maximal among the connected subgroups of Ad(G) that are closed in Gl(n, lR) and that contain the commutator subgroup of Ad(G) (such groups exist, by [6, Lemma 71 
Locally arcwise-connected topologies
If (L, 9') is a topological group, then 9* will denote the locally arcwise-connected topology that is associated with 9. As the example of a dense one-parameter subgroup of the two-dimensional torus shows, the relative topology (g*)H that a sub- (L, 2' ). 0
We turn our attention now to the case in which (G, T) is a Lie group. The key to our analysis of the connected case in Section 3 was the special relationship that must obtain between the Lie topology r and any topology %Y in T(G, 7). If (G, T) is not second countable, however, this relationship may break down, and T may be strictly stronger than the locally arcwise-connected topology 021* that is associated with %. The simplest example occurs when T and % are, respectively, the discrete and the usual topologies for the real numbers. If we wish in general to characterize those topologies in T(G, T) for which 021* = T, then this example is also a revealing one, for clearly what prevents %* and r from being equal is the fact that G contains @-arcs that are not r-arcs. The following lemma shows that, for Lie groups, these conditions are equivalent.
Lemma 5.2. Let (G, 5) be a Lie group, and let 01%~ T(G, t). Then J%* = 5 if and only if (G, T) and (G, "u) have the same arcs.
Proof. The fact that (G, %!) and (G, a*) must have the same arcs [5, Theorem 3.2(2)] makes the (-) part of the theorem trivial. To prove the other part, let A be the arccomponent of the identity in (G, a), and thus also in (G, 7). Then (A, rA) is a connected Lie group, so that rA = ("u,)* by [5, Corollary 4 .31. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 5.1(i) that (%A)*=(%*)A, and thus the topologies T and %* agree on the @*-open subgroup A. Since r is a locally arcwise-connected topology that is stronger than 02L, it must also be stronger than a*, and therefore they are equal. 0
When %!E T(G, 5) and 02d* does not equal r, then %* can be any locally arcwiseconnected topology in T(G, T) and, in particular, it need not be a Lie topology. For metrizable topologies, however, we can prove the following result, which describes conditions under which two different topologies in T(G,t) will generate the same locally arcwise-connected topology. Proof. Clearly Y* is stronger than 4?/*, and we know from [S, Theorem 3.21 that %* is metrizable and that (G, V*) and (G, a*) have the same arcs. Let N be the natural numbers, and let {(I,: n E N\1> be a basis for the %*-open neighborhoods of e that consists of decreasing sequence of arcwise-connected sets. Suppose that {x,} is a net in G that converges to e in 021" but not in WY. Then there is a Y*-neighborhood V of e such that {x,} is not eventually in V, and we can choose from (x,} a sequence {u,} such that y, E U,, and y, $ V for all n E N. We close this section with two remarks. First, if (L,g) is a topological group whose locally arcwise-connected topology is Lie, and if H is a closed subgroup of (L, 9*), then (9*)H = (gH)*. For (,(zH)* is always stronger than (5?*)H, while the latter, as a Lie topology, is locally arcwise-connected and therefore stronger than (gH)*. Second, we remark that the proof of Proposition 5.3 actually shows that a metrizable, locally arcwise-connected topology cannot be strenghtened without losing arcs.
The disconnected case
When (G,T) is a connected Lie group, the results in Section 3 identify a closed abelian subgroup of G that completely determines the topologies in T(G, 7) . In this section we seek analogous results when (G,z) is a disconnected Lie group. As we have already observed, we should not expect these results to be as comprehensive as they were in the connected case, and they will apply only to those topologies in T(G, 7) for which 7 is the associated locally arcwise-connected topology. The collection of all such topologies will be denoted by W(G, r), and if 021~ W(G, r), we will say that (G, a) is a weakened Lie (WL) group.
We preface our results with three examples of (WL) groups. The first is the Van Dantzig solenoid: Let K be a countable product of circle groups, with the product topology, and let G be the subset of K consisting of all sequences {z,> such that ~i+r =z,,. Then G, with the relative topology %Y, is a compact, connected, but not arcwise-connected topological group [12, p. 2381. To show that it is also a weakened Lie group, we first observe that the homomorphism f: IR + G defined by f(x) = {exp(2nix/2")} is continuous with respect to the usual topology 7] on IR and that A =f(fR) is the arc-component of the identity in (G, a). Since "21, E T(lR, 7,) and (IR, tl) is a connected Lie group, (WA)* must equal 7,. Since A is %*-open and (&A)*=(%*)A by Lemma 5.1, it follows that (G, 021*) is Lie. Our second example draws upon Jones' construction [lo] of an additive homo-morphism f: R + R such that the graph off is a connected but punctiform subset of R2. If 021 is the topology for R that makes the mapping of R onto the graph of f open and continuous, then %! is stronger than the usual topology for R, and thus (IR, Ozc) acts continuously on the complex numbers @ by associating with each XE R the mapping z, -e znix~. If 9+ is the usual topology for C, then G= (c@R, 9$x a) is a topological group in which the arc-component of the identity is c x 0, and the associated locally arcwise-connected topology 7 is the product of the usual topology for c and the discrete topology for R.
For our final example, let (4 be the rational numbers, and let G = Q3, with multi-
plication defined by (q, r, s) . (q', r', s') = (q + q', r + r', s + s'+ qr'). The usual topology
% makes G a topological group, and a* is the discrete topology 7 on G. We now describe a means by which topologies on subgroups of an abstract group 
Lemma 6.1. Let L be an abstract group with subgroups A and B such that L =AB and A is normal in L. Let &' be a given topology for A, and let @ be the collection of all topologies @X for L such that "2~~ is weaker than d and the map from A x L to A, defined by (a,x) ++ xax-' is (dx "21, d)-continuous. If there is a topology Win 9such that W= &(&, "v,), then 4?l =G(4 4~2~) for every %?L in 9 that is stronger than % El
Throughout the rest of this paper, A will denote the connected component of the identity in the Lie group (G, r), and C will be the centralizer of A in G. We note that both A and C, hence AC also, are normal subgroups of G, and that the topology 7 is completely determined by its restriction to the r-open subgroup A. We also note that, for every % in W(G, T), the adjoint representation maps (G, a) continuously into Gl(n, R), where n is the dimension of A [14, Proposition 
Then G = AJ, and W(G, r) consists of precisely those topologies of the form &"(r,, 96), where %VE W(J,rJ) is a topology such that the restriction of Ad : J-t Gl(n, R) is (?V, fig)-continuous.
Before proving this theorem, we remark that, according to Section 4, its hypotheses are always satisfied when the closure of Ad(G) is contained in the closure of Ad(A), in which case S may be taken to be a toroid in Gl(n, R).
Proof. The equality G =AJ follows immediately from the fact that Ad(G) = Ad(A). S. Let %E W(G, r), and let "Y be the weakest topology for G that makes Ad : G--f Gl(n, R) flg-continuous.
Since Ad is %-continuous, it suffices by Lem- follows from Lemma 6.2. 0
In Section 3 we found that the abelian decisive subgroup H took a particularly simple form when (G, 7) was a (CA) analytic group. Similarly, even when (G, T) is disconnected, we can sharpen our results if its adjoint image is flg-closed by showing that C plays a role similar to that played by the center of G in the connected case. It should be observed that the hypothesis of second-countability in Corollary 6.4 cannot be eliminated, for in the second example cited at the beginning of this sec-tion, ?Nx @ is strictly weaker than r, while C= C x Z inherits the usual topology from %Vx 4Y. When (G, r) is a (CA) analytic group, we saw in Section 3 that any topology for the center Z(G) that is weaker than the topology inherited from r can be extended to a topology in T(G, t). When (G, T) is not connected, the following corollary provides an analogous result.
Corollary 6.5. Let (G, t) be a Lie group, and let FZ be a topology in W(C, tC) such that Z(g) : C-+ C is (%, E?)-continuous for every g E G. Then there is a topology 021 in W(G, r) such that AC is %-open and @AC =G(r,, %').
Proof. Clearly we can form the standard extension W= &(rA, 0) of E? to AC. Since each element of G acts continuously on (A, T,J and on (C, 8) by inner automorphism, it also acts continuously on (AC, 'V), and thus we can extend V to a Hausdorff group topology @on G by making ACan open subgroup. By Lemma 6.2, (@&c)*=~~~, and thus %*=t. 0
Looking at particular (WL) groups
In the previous section, we employed hypotheses about the Lie group (G, r) to obtain results that apply to all the topologies in W(G, T). In this section, we begin instead with a particular DYE W(G, r) and consider the implications of various assumptions about 4%. Our proofs will be brief, since they are intended simply as an indication of the kinds of results that may be obtained.
It is natural to commence the analysis of (G, %) by confining our attention to the connected component of the identity, that is, by assuming that (G, %) is connected. Our strategy is to explore the relationship between G and A and its %-closure A. We note first that the case in which (G, r) is second-countable can be easily disposed of, for then G/A, and also G/A, are countable sets. As a countable, connected, Hausdorff topological group, (G/ii, w/A) is also completely regular, and therefore trivial. Since G =A, the topology uzd is completely determined by its restriction to the closure of the abelian decisive subgroup we described in Section 3 (see [15] ).
Since the proof of Theorem 6.3 relied heavily on an open mapping theorem, it is not surprising that we can sometimes substitute the assumption that (G, 4%) is metrizable, separable, and complete for the hypothesis of second-countability. The following proposition, for example, describes conditions under which % is determined by its restriction to C. is discrete. Since (G, %!) is connected, we conclude in each case that Ad(G)=Ad(A). 0
Some open questions
In the discussion so far, we have largely taken the point of view that the introduction attributed to Lie. That is, we have examined the ways in which groups that are assumed to be Lie can act as groups of transformations.
In this final section, we shift our stance by examining groups that are somewhat more difficult to identify as Lie groups of transformations.
The foundation for our investigation is an important result of Gleason and Palais [5, Corollary 7 .31, which implies that every separable metric group of finite dimension is a weakened Lie group. Obviously it would be interesting to describe such groups as fully as possible. Let (G, %) be a separable metric group of finite dimension, and let (G, r) be the associated locally arcwise-connected group. We know that (G, T) must be a Lie group. As in the previous section, it is useful to assume that (G, @!) is connected.
We wish to investigate the relationship between G and the arc-component A of e in (G, a) and, in particular, we seek conditions which guarantee that G equals the %-closure A of A. To that end, we consider the quotient group G/A, which can be given three different topologies.
First there is the topology t/A which is induced by the Lie topology; since A is open in T, this topology must be discrete. Next there is the quotient topology %/A that is induced by 4Y. Finally, there is the locally arcwiseconnected topology (%/ii)* that is associated with d%/A. This topology, which is necessarily stronger than %/A, will be discrete if and only if (G/A, %/A) has no nontrivial arcs. Thus we are led to a consideration of quotient groups in which arcs do not lift to the full group. Examples of such groups are not hard to find: the standard construction of the real numbers as a quotient of the set of all Cauchy sequences of rationals, with the norm Ii )I = max, (qn) , is perhaps the most familiar. Other examples are provided by [2] and [I 11. In the case of metric groups, however, the examples all seem to derive, in one way or another, from the incompleteness of the rational numbers.
This observation prompts the following question: Is it possible for a quotient group of a complete metric group to have arcs that do not lift to the full group?
The hypothesis of completeness may also be the essential missing ingredient in proving that G =A. Indeed, it has been conjectured that, if (G, Q) is a complete, connected, separable metric group of finite dimension, then A is dense in (G, "21). If that were the case, then the analysis in [15] would completely characterize all such groups.
